:

We are a transnational Alliance of European
universities aiming to be the “Universitiy of
the Future”.
The nine partners of the EU GREEN Alliance are strategically aligned for the engagement with all European regions, while globally focused on our communities.
EU GREEN Alliance believes in the development of the empowerment, capabilities,
opportunities and cooperation of the society for a better and more viable environment in the long run. EU GREEN is“built around a holistic perspective of sustainability,
encompassing the economic, societal and environmental dimensions of the term
and their impact on one another”.
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EU GREEN aims to be “a broad European hub for education, research and innovation
in sustainability that goes beyond the consortium borders and acts globally to provide solutions to local or regional challenges, which can be replicated at a global
level”.

EU GREEN focuses on a new growth model by:
Creating a New Generation of European citizens
Contributing to Youth Employability
Strengthening Regional Sustainable Development
Pooling Growth and Competitiviness
Implementing a Real social Inclusion
Adapting Scientiﬁc development to the arising world needs
Reinforcing Innovation in Digital Competences
Supporting Economic and social ´quality´ recovery and resilience in a post
pandemic world and potential security threats
Hence, EU GREEN is collaborating to develop into “a recognised learner-centred and
research-inspired teaching space, not only virtual but also physical”.

We want to create experiences, we want to boost mobilities and we want to cooperate beyond the academic
level by means of:
Joint degrees, summer schools, specialised training courses...
Micro-credentials or minor degrees on sustainability...
Sustainable research activities...
Forum...
Co-creation of cultural and diversity awareness...
By doing this, we are going to provide the critical thinking, promotion of the comprehensiveness and quality of knowledge transfer, all needed to engage the society to
widen our impact across Europe and the world. This is our willingness to reinforcing
and disseminating the European identity leaving no-one behind.

This is EU GREEN, your Gateway to Sustainability.

do something EUGREEN today

